Every light bulb has identifying characteristics that are represented by a series of letters and numbers. A light bulb’s letter code will refer to the shape of the bulb. The number code refers to the bulb’s diameter in eighths of an inch.

The examples on the following pages show scale with varying configurations of Cedar & Moss lights.

*A19 is the size and shape most recognizable as a common household bulb. An A type bulb will have a slight pear shape and an A19 will have a diameter of 19/8 or 2-3/8".
6” Globe with G16 bulb
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8” Globe with G19 bulb
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8” Globe with A19 bulb
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8” Globe with G25 bulb
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10” Globe with A19 bulb
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12” Globe with A19 bulb
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12” Globe with G25 bulb
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12” Globe with G40 bulb
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Venus Socket Cup with A19 bulb  
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Venus Socket Cup with G25 bulb  
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Venus Socket Cup with G40 bulb  
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